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Multiple Wavelet Basis Image Denoising Using
Besov Ball Projections
Hyeokho Choi, Member, IEEE, and Richard G. Baraniuk, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—We propose a new image denoising algorithm that
exploits an image’s representation in multiple wavelet domains.
Besov balls are convex sets of images whose Besov norms are
bounded from above by their radii. Projecting an image onto
a Besov ball of proper radius corresponds to a type of wavelet
shrinkage for image denoising. By defining Besov balls in multiple
wavelet domains and projecting onto their intersection using
the projection onto convex sets (POCS) algorithm, we obtain
an estimate that effectively combines estimates from multiple
wavelet domains. While simple, the algorithm provides significant
improvement over conventional wavelet shrinkage algorithms
based on a single wavelet domain.
Index Terms—Besov, denoising, POCS, wavelet.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

EMOVING noise from images is an important problem
in image acquisition and processing. Among many approaches, denoising by wavelet coefficient thresholding and its
variations provide excellent performance for removing noise
from photographic images [1]–[3]. Simple and fast, wavelet
thresholding suppresses the corrupting noise while effectively
preserving image edges, unlike other filtering methods.
Wavelet thresholding is based on the property that typical
real-world images have sparse representations in the wavelet
domain. Most of the wavelet coefficients have very small magnitudes, while only a few large ones represent the singularities (edges, ridges, etc). Because white noise disperses evenly
among all wavelet coefficients, removing small wavelet coefficients suppresses most of the noise energy while preserving
most of the image energy.
For maximum denoising performance, we must use the
wavelet basis that provides the sparsest representation [1], [3].
In particular, the smoothness of the wavelet transform needs to
match the image’s smoothness. However, since different parts
of an image have different smoothness, these different parts are
most sparsely represented in different wavelet domains. This
motivates the use of multiple wavelet transform domains to
denoise images. However, in conventional wavelet shrinkage,

it is not clear how to take best advantage of multiple wavelet
domains.
There have been several previous attempts to use multiple
wavelet bases for image denoising. In [4], an estimate from one
wavelet domain was used to design a Wiener filter for another
wavelet domain. The algorithm in [5] is most similar to our proposed algorithm. The authors define multiple convex sets containing the given noisy data in multiple wavelet domains and
use the projections onto convex sets (POCS) algorithm to find
the projection onto the intersection. However, although the proposed algorithm provides significantly better denoising results
than conventional wavelet thresholding, their convex sets contain the original noisy signal making the performance very sensitive to the initial starting point of the POCS iteration.
In this paper, we develop a multiple wavelet basis denoising
algorithm based on the relationship between wavelet thresholding and a variational problem with Besov norm regularization. The algorithm corresponds to POCS with Besov balls as
the convex sets. The proposed algorithm gives up to 2 dB improvement in PSNR for typical images compared with the best
single-basis wavelet shrinkage algorithm.
II. IMAGE DENOISING BY WAVELET SHRINKAGE
A. Discrete Wavelet Transform
The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) represents a two-diin terms of shifted versions
mensional (2-D) image
and shifted and dilated
of a lowpass scaling function
,
versions of three wavelet functions
. Setting
, then speand
cial choices of the set of functions
Z Z and
Z Z
form an orthonormal basis for
IR , we have

IR . That is, for every
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With proper prefiltering [6], we can approximate the scaling
at scale
coefficients of the continuous-space image
by the sampled image
. That is, the sampled image
. Under this approximation, we can compute the coefficients
and
for scales
.
with
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B. Wavelet Thresholding
Image denoising aims to recover an original image from a
noisy observation corrupted by additive noise. Let be an
discrete image. We observe the noisy rendition
(2)
is additive white Gaussian noise of variance . We
where
from
.
aim to estimate
Denoising by wavelet shrinkage is based on the property that
a typical real-world image has a sparse representation in the
be the DWT coefficients of , where
wavelet domain. Let
is an abstract index. To denoise, we shrink each
wavelet coefficient by a scalar shrinkage operator to obtain
The estimate of is obtained by computing the inverse wavelet transform of the thresholded wavelet coefficients
.
Several different types of thresholding are oft-used in image
denoising. Hard-thresholding simply sets the coefficients below
a threshold to zero. Soft-thresholding first shrinks each coefficient by and then hard thresholds [1], [3].
Because wavelet denoising is based on the compaction of
signal energy in the wavelet domain, the performance of wavelet
shrinkage hinges on the sparsity of the image representation in
the wavelet domain. However, since an image usually consists
of several regions of different smoothness, the sparsity of its representation in a single wavelet domain is limited. This naturally
motivates using multiple wavelet transforms to denoise.
In this paper, we will exploit the link between wavelet
shrinkage and a variational problem based on the Besov
smoothness norm [7] to develop a multiple wavelet bases denoising algorithm. Before developing the denoising algorithm,
we first review some Besov space theory and the link to wavelet
shrinkage.
III. BESOV SPACE AND VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS
A. Besov Smoothness Spaces
Wavelets provide a simple characterization for a wide
variety of function smoothness spaces [8]. The norms of
these spaces measure image smoothness; smaller norms
imply smoother functions. The scale of Besov spaces
, are
particularly useful, for they contain many life-like images.
vanishing
For analyzing wavelet functions possessing
moments [3], the Besov norm
is equivalent to a
sequence norm on the wavelet coefficients of [8]

the number of well-behaved derivatives of in ; hence, the
[8].
larger the , the smoother the functions in
vanishing moments
Note that any wavelet basis having
can be used to measure a Besov norm [9]. However, depending
on the choice of the wavelet, the actual value of the norm will
be different.
For discrete images, the wavelet coefficients beyond the finest
scale are not available, and the Besov norm is defined by limiting the summation in (3) to the available scales.
For image processing applications, we have two particular
. Then the Besov
cases of interest. The first case is when
norm reduces to

(4)
which is simply a weighted -norm of the wavelet coefficients.
norm is simply the wavelet norm
For example, the
(5)
A closely related Besov space is

, with norm
(6)

Note that we have the Besov sandwich
with the set of bounded variation (BV) images an
attractive model for real-world images [10].
The Besov norm is closely related to the complexity of an
image for image compression purposes [8]. Because the coding
complexity under many image compression algorithms is determined by the sparsity of the wavelet coefficients [8], [11],
the Besov norm can be interpreted as a measure of wavelet coefficient compactness. An image has small Besov norm if the
wavelet coefficients in each scale have small norm and those
norms decay rapidly across scale. For small , small norm
arises when an image’s energy is sparsely distributed in the
wavelet domain. And since the number of wavelet coefficients
increases exponentially across scale, the decay of the norms
enforces even further wavelet domain sparsity.
In our denoising algorithm, we will seek an estimate that
has small Besov norms in multiple wavelet domains to exploit
sparse representation in multiple domains.
B. Link to Wavelet Shrinkage
In [7], it was shown that wavelet shrinkage is closely related
to a variational problem with Besov norm regularization. Given
an image , consider the optimization problem

(3)

(7)

The three Besov hyperparameters have natural interpretations:
a -norm of the wavelet coefficients is taken within each scale
, a weighted -norm is taken across scale, and the smoothness
across scale
parameter controls the rate of decay of the
(frequency). Roughly speaking, the parameter corresponds to

and
, the image minimizing
Amazingly, for
.
(7) is obtained by soft-thresholding with threshold
In this case, the Besov norm is the norm of the coefficients,
and the problem in (7) becomes similar to the Basis Pursuit algorithm proposed in [12] where the authors use the norm as
a sparcity measure.
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Fig. 1. Image denoising using projections onto Besov Balls. (a) 512 512 original Lena image with 256 gray levels. (b) Noisy image ( = 35; PSNR = 17:2
dB). (c) MATLAB’s spatially adaptive Wiener filter, weiner2.m (3 3 window, PSNR = 27:0 dB). (d) Hard thresholding in D domain using best threshold
(PSNR = 26:1 dB); the threshold was chosen to maximize PSNR. (e) Besov ball projection in B (L ) using D wavelet (PSNR = 27:2 dB). (f) Besov ball
projection in B (L ) using 5 wavelet bases, D ; D ; D ; D and D (PSNR = 28:3 dB).

2

For other Besov spaces, such as
and
, the
solution of the variational problem (7) corresponds to scale-dependent soft-thresholding [7]. Noting that the Besov norm measures the wavelet transform’s compactness, the optimization (7)
can be interpreted as image estimation under a wavelet sparsity
penalty.
The minimization of (7) is equivalent to the dual constrained
optimization problem
(8)
where is a parameter determined by . The solution to this
constrained optimization is the projection of onto the Besov
ball of radius
(9)
For
, the Besov ball is convex, and thus a unique projection always exists. Projecting a noisy image onto a Besov ball
finds an estimate that is close to the original noisy image but
with a sparse representation in the wavelet domain defining the
Besov ball.
, Besov balls specify constraints on the norm
When
of wavelet coefficients. In [13], similar constraints on the moments of the wavelet coefficients were defined to derive the maximum entropy prior to be used in multiple wavelet domain maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation.
IV. MULTIPLE WAVELET BASIS DENOISING
Since wavelet shrinkage finds an image with a sparse wavelet
representation, it is natural to wish and try to be sparse in
multiple wavelet domains simultaneously in order to properly

handle image regions with differing smoothness. We rely on
the key fact that the structure of a Besov ball varies slightly as
we change the wavelet basis used to compute the Besov norm.
Thus, in our multiple basis image denoising algorithm, we will
project alternately onto the Besov balls defined by the same
Besov parameters but different wavelet bases.
different wavelet bases, define the corresponding
Given
Besov balls
. We wish to find the multiple
that is close
wavelet basis denoising estimate
to the given noisy image .
is a convex set, we can find an
Since each Besov ball
estimate using the projections onto convex sets (POCS) algorithm. We simply project onto each Besov ball in turn until the
algorithm converges. This algorithm is guaranteed to converge
to a point in the intersection, which we know exists.
, computing the projection requires
For general
solving a constrained optimization problem. However, for the
, we can compute the projections by
Besov balls in
simply projecting onto hyperplanes. Assuming that we do not
, the projection onto
change the scaling coefficients
corresponds to projecting the wavelet coefficients
in
. This coreach scale onto the set
responds to solving the following general projection problem
in IR at each scale
IR

(10)

, then the solution is
Clearly, if is in the set
. If not, then the solution is easily found by first recogor
; otherwise,
nizing that either
we could find another closer to by flipping the signs of the
’s so that
. Now, knowing the signs of the
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’s, we can find the orthogonal projection of onto the hy. The solution to (10) is then the point
perplane
on the same hyperplane closest to with the correct signs. If
, then we realize that
must be zero, and
we reformulate the problem (10) by fixing those ’s that are
zero and repeating the process until all ’s are determined. This
process is guaranteed to terminate in a finite number of steps.
Because the projection computations are straightforward in
each wavelet domain, the majority of the computational cost
of the algorithm results from the computation of the multiple
wavelet transforms. In particular, because we need to alternately
project onto Besov balls in different wavelet domains, we must
forward and inverse wavelet transforms per POCS
perform
iteration. Thus, for POCS iterations, the total computational
cost is
for an -pixel image.
For proper operation, we must set the radii of the Besov balls
properly. Setting the radius of each ball is equivalent to choosing
the threshold in wavelet thresholding. Although there has been
some effort to set the threshold optimally [2], properly setting
it to obtain good denoising results is a very delicate problem.
When the noise level is moderate, our experiments suggest that
we should set the radii close to the actual Besov norm of the
(unknown) original image but somewhat larger to include it in
the ball. However, since the original image is unknown, this is
impossible. A more practical approach first obtains a rough pilot
estimate and computes its Besov norm. Then, to guarantee with
high probability that the original image is within the balls, we
set their radii somewhat larger than this estimated norm.

TABLE I
PSNR’s OF DENOISING RESULTS FOR SEVERAL IMAGES AT  = 25 AND 35.
WE COMPARE THE PERFORMANCE OF WAVELET HARD THRESHOLDOING
(WHT), MATLAB’s SPATIALLY VARYING WIENER FILTER (wiener2.m), AND
THE PROPOSED BESOV BALL PROJECTION (BB).

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
We have proposed an image denoising algorithm based on
projecting a noisy image onto Besov balls in multiple wavelet
transform domains. While simple, this approach can improve
significantly over standard methods such as wavelet hard thresholding in a single wavelet domain. While we developed and
demonstrated the algorithm with 2-D images, its application to
1-D or multidimensional signal denoising is straightforward. Interesting topics for future investigation include how to optimally
set the radii of the Besov balls and how to quantify their effect
on the resulting estimate.
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